Report on Academic CSIRT meeting #2

17 June 2012, Portomaso St. Julians, Malta
Overview

› 1-day meeting organised at FIRST 24 by TERENA

› 22 participants from Europe, Asia & Latin America

› Aim to discuss issues affecting CSIRTs serving NRENs and R&E institutions

› Follow on from 1st meeting at FIRST 23 in Vienna

› Suggestion to create Academic CSIRT SIG within FIRST

› Presentations at http://www.terena.org/tf-csirt/academic-meeting-2/
GT-CSIRT

› RedCLARA WG group of NREN CSIRTs
› Established in August 2011
› Covers 15 countries in Latin America
› Nina Solha (RNP) is WG Coordinator
› Activities:
  › Malicious Activity Monitoring (SurfIDS tool)
  › Security Incident Monitoring (Shadowserver, zone-h, Spamcop, other inputs)
  › CSIRT Assistance (pilot establishment of CSIRTs + training)
  › Developing web-based Contacts & Incidents Manager